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“Any discussion of ‘race’ and ethnicity, therefore, that does not include a discussion of whiteness 
will always, perhaps unknowingly and without intention, contribute to the power and privilege of 
whiteness. This is because its power and privilege is underpinned by its very unmarkness, its 
apparent universality as simple human and normal. To put it simply, white seems ‘natural’ and 
‘normal’. This will always be the case until whiteness is widely recognized as just the sign of 
another ethnicity.” (Storey, 188). 
INTRODUCTION 
 Whiteness is everywhere, and yet is not often discussed.  While issues of race and the 
necessary articulation with those of class, gender, and sexuality have become a featured aspect of 
political discourse in the United States and elsewhere, these conversations can largely consist 
towards the discussion of so-called others; women and trans persons, people of color and an 
ethnicity, those who have a sexual orientation or an immigration status, and about those who are 
asked to make choices about minimal necessities such as seeing a physician or purchasing food. 
Public deliberations of maleness do exist, often around questions of the treatment of boys in 
schools, as these can be sites of cultural conflict over the educational prospect of boys and 
progressive/reactionary divides around heteronormativity and gender identification. Class 
consciousness, or at least an American perception of class, has emerged in response to the 
contradictions inherent in late-capitalism. Here, long-time advocates of "Save Money, Live 
Better" and Leave Us Alone find themselves alienated from their vocational and political 
existence,  only to talk past progressive calls for equitable systems single payer healthcare and 1
publicly funded tertiary education, as well social justice reform in criminal justice practices and 
an end of the prison industrial complex. Political postings, protests, and pontification from all 
 "Save Money, Live Better" is Walmart's corporate slogan, having succeeded "Always Low Prices" in 2008. Leave 1
Us Alone is the title of the 2008 book by Grover Norquist, the founder of Americans for Tax Reform, a leading anti-
tax group. 
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sides discuss the threats and merits of immigration to the United States, of racial bias towards 
and crimes against Latinx and Asian, Jewish, Muslim, and Sikh, and Black Americans, yet these 
same conversations rarely address the whiteness of firearm ownership, of domestic violence, and 
in the criminal justice system. Although recent works such as Whitney Dow's The Whiteness 
Project seeks to articulate stories and facilitate discussions about American identity politics in 
the 21st century; such enterprises and conversations are few and infrequent. Thus, the nature and 
status of whiteness remains largely undisturbed.  
 More sophisticated and critical discourses about whiteness are nothing new in the 
humanities. Cultural studies scholars have dedicated an impressive volume of work towards 
whiteness.  Indeed, the entire field of whiteness studies has emerged as a consequence of the 2
work of critical race theorists during the mid-20th century, focusing their attention on the history 
of racism, whiteness as a concept, the invisibility of whiteness, as well as white privilege. In their 
recent books, both Alcoff and Goldberg separately trace the historical emptiness and ambiguity 
of whiteness as a racial construct, as well as articulating the power and privilege bestowed upon 
individuals who have won the lottery of skin tone in contemporary American society. Alcoff and 
Goldberg, respectively, also suggest that the way forward is to ignore calls for colorblindness and 
racially neutral rhetoric, and to confront the naming and problems of whiteness as an abstraction, 
as a source of unearned power, and as a racial category of its own to foster social and cultural 
change. While there is a naivety in both author’s arguments, particularly in Alcoff’s notion that 
grass-roots-led efforts on the left will provide an effective counter to elite-driven white 
supremacy, both Alcoff and Goldberg reflect some of the latest thoughtful thinking about the 
 See Applebaum 2016, Cultural Politics 2017, and Perry 2017. 2
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ways in which whiteness can be marked, unpacked, and otherwise made egalitarian to other 
racial constructions in public discourse. 
 Literary studies have also critically addressed whiteness on several fronts; by some 
estimates, there are nearly two-hundred works on whiteness and literary studies alone.  In her 3
widely-known work on the literary study of whiteness, Morrison contends that tropes of heroism, 
achievement, and superiority by white persons in American literature are only possible as the 
result of a constructed, inferior black persons and cultural practices. Young, considering the 
persistent interest in fantasy literature, claims that this genre remains a racialized one, where 
whiteness remains supreme. Writing from a satirical perspective, both Row’s Your Face In Mine 
and Beatty’s, The Sellout squarely address the ambiguous nature and pervasive power of 
whiteness, with Beatty’s work winning the Man Booker prize in 2016. In other words, whiteness 
is a concept that has come to be a part of academic and popular literature, reflecting both deep 
scholarly consideration and popular examination in the fields of cultural and literary and studies. 
 In this essay, I seek to explore the representation of whiteness in literary magazines, 
specifically the Fall 2016 issue of Brevity. The Fall 2016 issue of Brevity magazine featured 
seventeen nonfiction essays on race. Timed for publication in the run up to the 2016 United 
States general election, a cycle which came to be characterized by heated, often bewildering 
discourse about racial and identity politics in America, the essays in this edition of Brevity 
confront whiteness from a variety of perspectives. Literary magazines have long occupied a 
significant and intellectually diverse space within literary communities and wider reading 
publics, as they offer opportunities for creative and investigative publication for writers from 
 For example, see Engles, 2006. 3
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around the world.  Literary magazines which publish works of creative nonfiction —where 
memoir and literary journalism stand as the most common types of published stories —continue 
to be a quickly growing form of literary production and consumption.  Literary magazines serve 4
as "as leading scholarly publishing outlets and research resources for creative writing students 
and faculty"; networks of cultural articulation around a range of issues (Green, 217). Thus, 
literary magazines are excellent sites for literary cultural analysis, as they are a leading form of 
popular production and consumption. My efforts will begin with a brief depiction the literary 
magazines in a cultural context. I will then explore the ways in which race is represented as a 
matter of culture, with a focus both on a broad consideration of the ways in which literary 
magazines have considered race as a part of their productive practices, as well as identifying key 
concepts of whiteness which are relevant to this inquiry. I will then locate Brevity within the field 
of literary magazines, situating the text for a critical assessment of the ways in which whiteness 
is represented within the corpus of the text through two different analytical tools used digital 
humanities scholarship. I suggest that the authors’ representation of whiteness manifests in the 
forms of both white privilege and white supremacy, and thus serving as the predominant theme 
of the Fall 2016 publication. This essay will conclude with a discussion of potential paths 
forward for a conducting cultural analysis of literary magazines around the ideas of whiteness 
and other racial constructs in line with Storey's call for critically engaging with the pervasive 
cultural power and privileges which whiteness can bestow.  
LITTLE MAGAZINES 
 Gutkind’s claim remains informative, although Lea suggests that such genre distinctions may be cultural 4
contingent themselves. 
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 American literary magazines were first widely published in the United States during the 
19th century.  Drawing on the popularity and distribution methods of the pamphleteer and 5
expanding their reach as print capitalism and industrialization diffused on the continent, literary 
magazines have always occupied a space for the expression and debate of contemporary cultural 
politics. In spite of the tremendous cultural, political, and economic changes which have 
occurred during the last century and a half, thousands of literary magazines remain in circulation 
today, occupying spaces on coffee tables as well as on home screens.  Individual magazines may 6
come and go, but the form of publication has persistently existed as a mainstay of cultural 
production in English-speaking capitalist societies. Writing separately, both Vidal and Burt 
propose that the persistent publication of literary magazines, from both enduring mastheads to 
emerging front pages, is only possible because of the limitless variety of topics, readers, and 
stories which can be expressed and consumed as literature. Explicating her experience as an 
editor for The Southern Review, Adams eloquently suggests that, 
“I’ve come to think of this literary world we’re all in together as a surprisingly small 
one, but a world in which a conversation of gigantic size and importance is taking place 
—a conversation about writing, and what matters. What does it mean to be human? we 
ask. This, we answer, and this. How are you living the writing life? How are you making 
it work? As best I can. It plays out among writers, editors, and readers in magazines and 
in e-mails and in letters, across states, across countries, across history.” (Morris and 
Diaz, 165). 
Here, literary magazines, intersections of the academic and popular, are emblematic of the 
literary world as a whole, are conversational spaces about the human experience. Because 
 For an excellent historical overview of literary magazines, see Morris and Diaz, 2015. 5
 Several databases on currently-published literary magazines exist, see Community of Literary Magazines and 6
Presses, 2017, NewPages, 2017, and Poets & Writers, 2017.
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specific magazines may be complex representations “a distinct sensibility, generally initiated by 
its editor(s) and, by extension, defined by a community of writers and readers” (Lefendorf, xi) 
and can operate in strained spaces between, on the one hand authorial or editorial independence, 
and on the other hand, the necessities of brand-building and marketing in contemporary 
capitalism (Bollen et. al.), they serve as complex social formations worthy of cultural analysis. 
As a result, literary magazines publish written manifestations of what Williams sees as the 
ordinary aspects of culture; ideal expressions of human values, interpretive documentaries of 
memory and observation, as well as descriptions of the near-limitless varieties of human life.  
 It is fair to say that most readers of contemporary politics, culture, and literature have 
heard of The New Yorker, Granta, or The Paris Review, and quite a few people engage with The 
Atlantic, Harper’s Magazine, or even McSweeney’s as a form of cultural consumption. The 
literary magazine domain includes major publications such as the magazines mentioned above, 
as well as smaller university-based and independent press such as The Hedgehog Review and The 
New England Review, and online-only publications such as Hippocampus and Brevity. Literary 
magazines come to life in conference rooms and coffee houses, proffer prose, lyrics, and poetry 
from an eclectic range of both obscure and renowned authors alike, are composed at corporate 
facilities, on workshop letter presses, in cascading style sheets, and are consumed and conversed 
about wherever humans find time and space to communicate. The collective number of paid 
subscriptions for these publications runs well into the millions, with an impossibly-calculable 
number of clicks, likes, shares, retweets, and other reader-disseminated distribution of these 
stories occurring each year. In other words, the work published in literary magazines 
encapsulates a breath and depth of stories crossing genre and form as diverse as any language 
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will allow. My aim here his not to privilege or somehow rank literary magazines, although 
organizations such as the Community of Literary Magazines and Presses, and publishers such as 
Anchor Books, Pushcart Press, and Mariner Press dole out annual prizes and recognition which 
do just this sort of thing.  Rather, my intention is to briefly suggest the diversity of the 7
productive, regulative, and consumptive articulations of literary magazines, ones which can be 
considered part of larger circuits of culture and thus inform aspects of cultural representation.  8
These laborious aspects of cultural articulation —production, regulation, and consumption —are 
undoubtedly important aspects for any cultural analysis of literary magazine as a whole; aspects 
which remain beyond the scope of my particular inquiry. That said, the results of these 
productive articulations can be more easily assessed and discussed; a subject which I will now 
turn to.  
RACIAL REPRESENTATION 
 Studies of representation, functionally interdependent with the other aspects of cultural 
circuits, consist of both the poetics and politics of language (Hall et. al.,, 6). Put simply, one 
studies the representation of concepts, images, and other signifiers towards building an 
understanding of how, “the world is socially constructed and represented to and by us in 
meaningful ways” (Barker and Jane, 10). The concept of race serves as an important signifier in 
productions of culture, one that articulates with cultural power (Hartley, 202-203). In other 
words, representations of race in literature are not simply functions of conscious authorial intent 
 See, respectively, the annual Firecracker Awards, the O. Henry Prize, the Pushcart Prize, and selection in the Best 7
American Essays series. 
 See du Gay, et. al., 2013 and Hall, et. al., 2013. 8
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—to the extent that such purpose is ever stable or knowable —they are functions of ideologies. 
Ideologies matter insofar that they produce material effects, ones that produce, “practical thought 
which stabilizes a particular form of power and domination; or which reconcile and 
accommodate the mass of the people to their subordinate place in the social formation” (Hall, 
29). Racism, and white supremacy in particular emerges as an ideological justification for both 
material socioeconomic exploitation as well as a means for reproducing social inequality based 
on easily observed signifiers of skin color or legal-institutional determinism. As Hall suggests, 
”racism is particularly powerful and its imprint on popular consciousness especially deep, 
because in such racial characteristics as colour [sic], ethnic origin, geographical position, etc., 
racism discovers what other ideologies have to construct; an apparently 'natural' and universal 
basis in nature itself” (1996, 342). One of the ways that race is powerfully imprinted on culture 
and discourse is in the form of stereotypes. Dyer suggests that everyday racial representations 
often come in two forms. Types are general and necessary categories of persons according to 
cultural headings; male,  and stereotypes —reductionist representations which reduce individuals 
to magnified and often negative characteristics (cited in Barker and Jane, 313). Consequently, 
representations of race and racial otherness have the capacity to set cultural boundaries, either in 
the construction of a persistent Orientalism or as a process of identification which produces 
systems of domination.   9
 Discussions of race are often part of the circuits of culture in literary magazines. Rowell 
pulls no punches, describing the history of his now enormously-influential magazine Callaloo, as 
one of “necessity”; created in both in response to the existence white-only magazines in the 
 See Said, 1978 and Bhaba, 1994. 9
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American South, but also as an overt attempt to construct a creative space for non-white writers 
(51-53). The editors of Apogee are equally unapologetic, publishing “literature and art that 
engages with identity politics, including but not limited to: race, gender, sexuality, class, ability, 
and intersectional identities” with the intent of “(combining) literary aesthetic with political 
activism. We believe that by elevating underrepresented literary voices we can effect real change: 
change in readers’ attitudes, change in writers’ positions in literature, and broader change in 
society” (“Mission”). Indeed, the underrepresentation of Asian writers in literary magazines 
served as the impetus for Maa’s and Davis’ decision to publish the Asian American Literary 
Review; a “starting point” for cultural conversations around racial identity (86). Similar stories 
can be read in the mission statements and about pages of Mandala Journal, Nailed, Newfound, as 
well as countless other literary magazines. None of this is to gloss over the work done by 
magazines which focus on amplifying the voices of other underrepresented voices in literary 
culture, however. Rather, my point here is simply to make the case that racial signifiers can exist 
across the nodes of cultural circuits. The identity of both producers and consumers of literary 
production is understood through racial frames, so too can regulatory practices and 
representational features of culture be understood concerning the social construction of race. 
With this thinking in mind, I turn my attention to an under-considered racial signifier in literary 
magazines; that of whiteness. 
POWER IN WHITE SPACES 
 As Storey (188) suggests, any discussion of the cultural politics of race and ethnicity that 
does not include a conversation about whiteness is an empty one. Whereas whiteness could 
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simply serve as a sign for those individuals whose ethnic identity hails from Euro-American or 
Caucasian peoples and traditions, the realities of biology, migration, and politics disrupt the 
notion that skin color can somehow serve as an accurate semaphore for one’s ethnicity. No 
literature review is likely required to support the claim that race is a constructed social concept;   10
akin, but not identical to the ways in which ethnicity and nation are constructed concepts.  The 11
social construct of race has been used in the United States since the founding of the republic as a 
way to legitimize power based on skin color and corresponding legal regimes. This form of white 
supremacy has been historically defined as the default racial position in the United States, one 
empty of pigmentation, and therefore unblemished. As Dyer (2) argues, the ability of a group to 
claim and wield influence, to define what attributes constitutes humanity, is an incredible form of 
power. Through the abstraction of whiteness as a concept, and therefore by othering any group 
which is labeled as non-white, white supremacy has the potential to operate as a powerful 
ideological and material force within and across cultures. While varieties of white supremacy 
such as legalized discrimination in public policy and cultural practices have been a visible form 
of this sort of cultural dominance, the notion of white privilege may be the more familiar form of 
the power through which whiteness operates.  
 White privilege is understood best as the variety of social advantages, benefits, and 
respect that are afforded white individuals and groups who in turn hold positions of legal, social, 
and normative power in a racialized society by virtue of their skin color.  In aspects of American 12
 See Delgado and Stefancic, 2012. 10
 For primers on each of these concepts, see two respective works from Hutchinson and Smith, 1995 and 11
Hutchinson and Smith, 1996.
 Delgado and Stefancic, 78.12
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society as diverse as housing, employment, education, and many public and private social 
settings, white privilege favors both the innocent and guilty, the wealthy and the impoverished, 
just so long as an individual is white and thus a worthy inheritor of the entitlements and liberties 
endowed to Americans. Indeed, Harris’ conception of “whiteness as property” (1707) is the 
embodiment of white privilege, where a person’s rights, obligations, and privileges are extended, 
granted, or conferred upon them simply because of their constructively-defined default position 
of white. 
 It follows then that the propertied, privileged position of whites could lead them to see 
that a conscious elimination of race as a solution to their perceived problems with racism. 
Colorblindness, the belief that one should treat all persons equally, without regard to their race 
lies at the core of this racial project.  In this interpretation of Omi and Winant’s scheme of racial 13
formation, colorblindness is a perspective adopted by whites which seek to see no race at all, 
thus reinforcing the status quo distribution of social, economic, and political power which 
privileges whites over non-whites as a function of this racial form of property. The advocacy and 
development of a colorblind perspective, from personal relationships to policy formulation, can 
be linked to Alcoff’s (143-144) idea of “eliminativism” where conscious efforts of center-left 
whites seek to convince other white people to stop thinking of themselves as white as a way to 
avoid discussing inequalities, privileges, or other forms of power they hold simply by being 
white. Rather than resolving the core issue, such colorblind rhetoric evokes the fiction of a post-
racial society, one which keeps existing structural privilege and power in place while completely 
 Delgado and Stefancic, 158.13
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avoiding existing racial privileges.  Consequently, in order not to reinforce the unspoken 14
authority and privilege of whiteness, cultural and literary analyses should focus both on the 
manifest presence and power of whiteness, as well as the intentional avoidance of race as a 
cultural marker.  15
BREVITY, THE FALL 2016 ISSUE 
 Brevity: A Journal of Concise Literary Nonfiction  is an online-only literary magazine, 16
specializing in the publication of literary or creative nonfictional flash essays, book reviews and 
articles on the craft of writing (“About”). Without launching into an exhaustive literature review 
of and definitional debates about literary or creative nonfiction as a form, creative nonfiction 
exists as Gutkind suggests, “true stories, well told.” This can include everything from what 
readers would encounter in lengthy, investigative exposes in The Atlantic or Harper’s Magazine 
to memoir and commentary written as poetry and lyric essays. What matters here, regardless of 
the form of the prose produced in literary magazines and consumed by readers, is that truth is 
paramount in crafting nonfiction. Truth-in-messaging serves as the foundation of interaction 
between the writer and the reader. While this can emerge as the tension between the human 
desire to craft stories and the authorial obligation not to make up people, events, and subjects in 
nonfiction (Gerard), it is still vitally important that truth is personal; truths that cannot be blurred 
or altered by perspective as well as those that can only be confirmed by memory and perception 
 Goldberg, 34.14
 Storey, 188. 15
 Hereafter, Brevity.16
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(Gutkind). In other words, an author’s credibility is at the heart of a relationship she has with her 
readers which works as a means of solidifying a sender-message-receiver model of 
communication.  
 Articles published in Brevity are unique in that they fall under the moniker of flash 
nonfiction. Flash essays published in Brevity are no more than 750 words in length; a daunting 
limit when writing elegant prose about life, the universe, and everything. Moore contends that 
this short form of essay has been at the heart of American literary production and consumption 
since the 19th century, one that results in creation of an essay form that is, “discrete, sharply 
focused, and must be held up, studied like a tableau, to reveal the secrets of human nature 
contained herein” (xx). Because of the concise, precise nature of this form of nonfictional 
writing, flash essays, “need to be hot from the first sentence and the heat must remain the entire 
time” (xxii). In other words, flash nonfictional essays are written in such a way for the reader to 
directly confront the complexity of the human experience through both an aesthetically-pleasing 
and parsimoniously-articulated text; stories which capture, “some small aspect of what it means 
to be human” (Beckel and Rooney, x).  
 The contributing writers to the Fall 2016 issue of Brevity reflect a myriad of racial 
backgrounds —North American Indigenous, Black, Latinx, Arab, Asian, White, and multi-racial 
—and craft stories about race with equal measure of diversity and fluidity. Some of these 
authors, Philyaw, Stokely, and Hilton for example, take on whiteness directly in the titles of their 
essays, while others seek to use the text and spaces in their brief narratives to discuss whiteness 
in both simplistic and nuanced ways. In other words, the uniqueness of the flash form combined 
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with the subject matter of the messaging presents a unique opportunity to conduct an analysis of 
whiteness in this issue of Brevity. 
 However, Brevity’s editorial staff does not necessarily reflect the type of heterogenous 
racial background found in the Fall 2016 issue. The editor, Dinty Moore who is also the director 
of the Creative Writing program at Ohio University, is a white male; so too is the Managing 
Editor Jacob Little. Other lead editorial positions, ranging from book reviews, craft essays, social 
media, special projects, and the copy editor are all occupied by white women. Assistant Editors, 
those most likely to be involved in the review and line-level editing process for the Fall 2016 
issue of Brevity, are also exclusively white. Could it be that the identity and stories of the writers, 
on the one hand, are somewhat misaligned with the racial experiences and identities of Brevity’s 
editorial staff? Brevity operates out of Ohio University, a public university located in Athens 
Ohio where more than 86% of the residents identify as white.  Ohio University’s student body is 17
predominantly white —78.3% in 2015, although this percentage has been steadily declining over 
the last decade (Ohio University, 28). The College of Arts and Letters, which members of  
Brevity’s editorial staff are associated with, was nearly 70% at the time that the Fall 2016 issue of 
Brevity was published.  Thus, the whiteness of Brevity’s editorial staff and the cultural, 18
institutional environments in which the magazine operates could serve as an explanatory variable 
about the ways in which whiteness is or is not represented in the Fall 2016 issue. However, such 
a reading would largely be too simplistic. One would be imprudent to simply paint the magazine 
as deaf or unappreciative to non-white lived experiences without a full set of interviews with the 
 See US Census figures from 2010, https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/table/PST045215/3902736 17
 See “Staff Statistics,” https://www.ohio.edu/instres/faculty/staffstats/AllStaffSexRacePlanUnit.htm 18
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editorial staff. For example, Assistant Editor Alexis Paige own biography indicates that not only 
does she have a background in studying African American Literature, but that her personal 
experience, “including quitting alcohol, serving two months in the Harris County jail, and 
confronting her own racial privilege—is the subject of her memoir-in-progress, The Right to 
Remain” might position her to be more attuned to the role that whiteness plays in the experiences 
of both white and non-white persons (“About Alexis”). A more thorough exploration of the 
conjunctures forms of power and representation of Brevity’s staff are outside the scope of this 
investigation, and while such a line of inquiry could likely be fruitful for subsequent research, I 
concede that the absence of such findings limits any conclusions which could be drawn about the 
role that editorial power and perspective might have played in the publication of the Fall 2016 
issue of Brevity.  
 One way of squaring these potentially contradictory attributes of racial identity and 
representation on the part of writers and editorial staff at Brevity would be to consider the 
productive aspects of their writing and publishing in context of their work as organic 
intellectuals. Gramsci’s term suggests that organic intellectuals both organize and direct fields of 
culture in ways that can have a deep influence on participants in social settings (Ramos). For 
Hall, the idea of the organic intellectual is a bit more complex. Hall sees organic intellectuals as a 
part of emerging conversations and work towards progressive change. Furthermore, organic 
intellectuals are individuals who’s knowledge exists beyond the academic or referential and is 
rooted in a lived experience which is distinct from the dominant ideology (1992, 281-282). In 
other words, organic intellectuals live and express structures of feeling which can move cultural 
struggles in particular directions.  This sort of movement could likely be the case of the writers 
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and editorial staff associated with the Fall 2016 issue of Brevity. What unites these individuals is 
their commitment to address the ways in which race is articulated in contemporary American 
culture. The writers in this volume use memoir and satire to provoke readers into thinking about 
the racialization of the lived American experience. The editorial staff’s conscious choice to seek 
out and publish non-fictional essays on race in America during the 2016 election cycle likely 
reflects their interests to further a conversation about race during a particular historical period, 
one where tensions surrounding the power and privilege of whiteness and questions about the 
relationship between race and national identity in the United States were at the forefront of 
cultural conflict. 
 My analysis of the representation of whiteness in the Fall 2016 issue of Brevity occurs 
largely through the frame of what what Moretti identifies as distant reading. From this 
perspective, the analyst employs this technique begins by organizing a corpus of text in order to 
identify patterns of thematic representation, of rhetorical and literary devices, or distributions 
genre across across time and space. Such an approach invariably involves the use of modeling 
software and database construction as a way of organizing the corpus of all seventeen articles in 
the Fall 2016 issue of Brevity for analysis. For this work, I compiled a simple spreadsheet of each 
of the authors’ names and the thematic tags as identified by Brevity’s publishers.  From here, I 19
also included my own tags of whiteness, supremacy, and privilege. Each of these tags were 
established through a KWICS Grid contextual reading of the corpus using Voyant Tools (Sinclair 
and Rockwell) in order to ensure the term was expressed in a racialized manner. For example, the 
tag of whiteness is only coded in articles where the author uses the terms ‘white’, ‘whiteness’, or 
 Please Table A in the Appendix.19
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‘whitest’ to represent racial identity, not the color of an object. Indeed, the term ‘white’ is only 
deployed as an adjective of color in five of the seventy-one times the word is used in the entire 
corpus of text. Thus, the vast majority of the time —ninety-three percent, in fact —the term 
‘white’ is used as a racial signifier in the entire issue of Brevity. The same method of 
identification was used to contextually read for the terms privilege and supremacy and their 
respective analogues. In the former case, two of the three examples of privilege were not tied to 
an author's work, as Philyaw used the term to talk about male privilege and Hazzam used the 
term privilege in context with Americanness. In contrast, all of the authors who employed the 
term supremacy or supremacist used these terms in a racialized context.   20
 Finally, this database was uploaded to Kumu, an online digital humanities tool designed 
to assess information and influence flows in social networks. Here, I employ several 
measurements in the foregoing section which are designed to assess the representation of key 
terms within the corpus. While my reading of the graphs and contextual analysis in following 
section section reflects a primitive, ‘first pass’ at the data with these digital humanities tools, 
such an approach also points towards a form of representational textual analysis which would 
otherwise not be available through the exclusive employment of close reading techniques.  
READING BREVITY  FROM A DISTANCE 
Figure 1 
To what degree are the thematic elements of the essays in the Fall 2016 issue of Brevity dispersed 
across the magazine? Figure 1 suggests that these elements, emerging in the form of tags 
 Please see Table B in the Appendix. 20
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published along with each essay, are not 
distributed in an even fashion. In graph 
theory, measures of centrality are ways in 
which important vertices can be identified 
through their relationships with other vertices 
and connections along interrelated edges. 
Here, vertices, expressed as either authors or 
tags, are more central to the Brevity issue, are 
more central to the publication through the ways in which they are connected to each other. 
Arguably the most simplistic measure of centrality, degree centrality, is a function of the number 
of connections each element has. For example, Yeesha Philyaw’s “A Pop Quiz for White Women 
Who Think Black Women Should Be Nicer to Them in Conversations about Race” emerges as 
the most central vertex because her work addresses eight different thematic elements, in 
comparison to Bradley Donaldson’s “Regaining My Blackness” which only addresses three 
tagged themes. While there is an obvious blind spot in reading these essays simply by the tags 
that the publisher has attributed to them, such an approach does reflect the fact that some writer’s 
work is more broad, more complex than others. In other words, both essays are of equal quality 
insofar that they were vetted by Brevity’s editorial staff for publication in the Fall 2016 issue, but 
Philyaw’s essay reflects, at least from the editor’s perspectives, a more intricate treatment of 
themes.  
 My concern, however, is with the representation of thematic elements, not with 
morphologic or rhetorical expression. From this standpoint, Figure 1 expresses the centrality of 
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three key thematic vertices in the Fall 2016 issue. Both race and ethnicity occupy the center 
space; not surprising as all seventeen articles in the issue were tagged with these elements. 
However, whiteness becomes a central vertex in this graph as twelve of the seventeen articles 
address whiteness head on. The implications of this centrality point to two interrelated 
considerations. On the one hand, a distant reading of all of the corpus through Voyant Tools 
identified sixty-six contextual considerations of whiteness in twelve different articles. In other 
words, a majority of the authors published in the Fall 2016 issue of Brevity confront the idea of 
whiteness to at least some extent. Thus, whiteness is both named and discussed by the authors, 
and one could assume, at very likely consumed by readers who peruse all of the articles in the 
fall issue. On the other hand, the fact that the editors chose to tag articles with the term race and 
ethnicity but not whiteness speaks to the invisibility of whiteness as represented in the issue as a 
whole. Indeed, only three of the twelve authors who address whiteness in some extent do so in 
their titles. In other words, while whiteness is central to the thematic elements in the Fall 2016 
issue of Brevity, is is unmentioned and unnamed amongst the thematic tags in the issue. A 
similar, but perhaps less significant logic is also at play in the centrality of both supremacy, 
mentioned six times in three different articles, and privilege, mentioned three times in two 
different articles in the issue. In contrast, crime, rural life, and Alaska all warrant a status of a 
thematic tag from the editors, even though each are only tagged to a single essay in the Fall 2016 
issue of Brevity. While not every term can not become a thematic tag in a publication, it is 
curious to consider why, or for what reasons, the editors of Brevity chose to ignore or otherwise 
not elevate whiteness to such a status. Is whiteness implied under the broader banners of race and 
ethnicity? Was whiteness simply not on the radar of the editors, even though the term clearly was 
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on the minds of twelve of the published authors in this issue? While answers to these and similar 
questions remain unanswerable without a more direct engagement with the editorial staff of 
Brevity, it is clear that employing distant reading techniques allows for the unearthing and 
positioning of thematic elements in the corpus which could have otherwise been missed in 
different ways of reading the text.  
THE REACH OF WHITENESS 
Figure 2 
Having already established the centrality of 
the representation of whiteness in the Fall 
2016 issue of Brevity, I now turn my attention 
to the ways in which the concept connects to 
and through other elements of the corpus. 
Figure 2 conveys the reach of whiteness 
across the the text within two other vertices. 
Just as with the initial measure of centrality, 
whiteness emerges as the third-most important thematic vertex in a graphical representation of 
the Brevity magazine corpus. Whiteness not only connects to twelve of the authors in the Fall 
2016 issue, is in direct proximity to the themes of race and ethnicity, and is also closely related 
to both gender and sexuality through five different authors (Allen, Bonet, Coleman, Philyaw, and 
Tang-Bernas), as well as supremacy through three different authors (Gay, Hilton, and Philyaw). 
In other words, whiteness not only reaches across the range of the authors’ essays in the Fall 
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2016 issue of Brevity, it also connects with the ways in which the concepts such as gender, 
sexuality, and supremacy are represented in the text.  
 The implications for the connectivity of whiteness to other textual themes can also be 
understood through a contextual reading of the corpus. Hemmke’s recollection of a then-
boyfriend’s whitewashing of her own Korean identity is coupled with Coleman’s longitudinal 
account of her  physical, sexual, and social relations with white boyfriends and males in general; 
both of which are threaded with Allen’s overt confrontation of the racialization of pornography 
and sexual behavior. By way of example, this through line of whiteness and sexuality 
demonstrates the ways in which race, sex, and relationships are intertwined with the corpus of 
the text; all of which is likely revealed through a focus on representational analysis by means of 
distant reading techniques.  
CONCENTRATED WHITE SUPREMACY 
Figure 3 
Three authors in the corpus directly confront 
white supremacy. Graphically, both whiteness 
and supremacy exist in close proximity to 
each other, as well as to the leading vertices 
of race and ethnicity in the corpus. Again, 
while the concept itself is not articulated in 
the formal themes and tags of the issue of the 
magazine, white supremacy does emerge as a 
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concentrated through line in the text.  Both Gay and Hilton’s stories portray white supremacy as 
a matter of backwardness, of violence, and as an enemy of social progress. “The confederacy is, 
inexplicably, alive and well here. There is a man who drives around in an imposing black pickup 
truck with white supremacist flags flying from the rear” writes Gay, marking the fact that what 
constitutes normal racial identity in small-town Michigan is framed as white in no uncertain 
terms. So too is Hilton’s discussion of the local white supremacist personality, one who’s 
influence penetrated and provoked conversations and behaviors in schools and amongst 
teenagers in his rural hometown in Illinois. Interestingly, Hilton connects the durability and 
proliferation of white supremacy in parallel to Gay when he writes, “Their truck is parked out 
front: oversized, dusty white, a large Confederate flag dangling from the back window, blazing in 
the sunlight.” Here, flags, trucks, and the Confederacy come forth as signifiers related to white 
supremacy. Again, the value of the connectivity between the two writers’ work lies in the 
representation of white supremacy as a feature of their experience in small Midwestern towns. 
This reading lies in contrast to Philyaw’s representation of white supremacy, where she 
sarcastically confronts white women of engaging in supremacist practice not as an expression of 
tradition or backwardness, but as a form of contemporary privilege.  
 How can we think about this concentrated representation of white supremacy? On the one 
hand, naming and identifying racial forms of power speaks to Storey’s call for exposing 
racialized representations of cultural power. However, Gay, Hilton, and Philyaw all engage in a 
form of essentializing white supremacy, which while speaking to the persistent, contemporary 
manifestation of racism, still misses the larger cultural cultural formations which make white 
supremacy so durable. The longitudinal nature of Hilton’s essay subtly alludes to the resilience of 
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white supremacy in the rural midwest, but the political and social implications of such thinking 
and practice, particular in light of the discourse in the waning months of the 2016 US 
Presidential Election are absent from his work. In other words, while there is probably a clear 
value or interest in cultural representations of white supremacy in the first place, such 
representations likely fall short of fully marking the power of white supremacist practice as 
articulated in the Fall 2016 issue of Brevity. 
PRIVILEGE, WHITE AND OTHERWISE  
 Whereas whiteness and to some extent white supremacy were overtly represented by the 
authors in the Fall 2016 of Brevity, there is little to no consideration of white privilege as a racial 
signifier in the corpus. While it is certain that no text can adequately or comprehensively address 
the myriad of racialized themes, for such a burden is patently unfair on authors and publishers 
alike, the absence of any real expression of white privilege in a contemporary magazine issue 
where race and ethnicity occupy the center of the thematic space seems curious. Discussions of 
white privilege have come to occupy important spaces on university campuses, in social media 
and public discourse, and a variety of other confines; so why was it not considered as a viable 
theme by either the contributing authors or the editors of Brevity? One answer could lie in the 
ways in which the concept of privilege itself was represented. Privilege itself is a complex social 
signifier, reflecting the advantages any particular group or individual gains simply by their 
identity status. Philyaw’s essay addresses privilege, but only in terms of black and male 
privilege, not as a matter of whiteness. Azzam also offers a representation of privilege, but in 
context of American nationalism and citizenship. In other words, the concept of privilege itself 
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works with and through a variety of intersectional identities, some racialized, others not. 
However, the variety of ways in which privilege can be represented in cultural settings is not an 
apology for the absence of representation of white privilege in the Fall 2016 issue of Brevity. 
Indeed, given the prominence and familiarity of the theme itself, one wonders what conjunctures 
contributed to authorial and editorial silence in this regard; a consideration for an extended study, 
perhaps.  
TOPOGRAPHIES OF LITERARY CULTURE 
 The preceding analysis points to a way in which cultural analysis can inform a deeper 
understanding of print culture, and in particular, literary magazines. This approach likely has 
theoretical promise, even though my thoughts here have been largely anecdotal, uneven in 
places, and somewhat speculative about the linkage between the representation of whiteness in 
literary magazines and other aspects of cultural representation and conjunctures. Hall, and later 
du Gay et. al., Hall et. al., point the way towards synthesizing ideological and materialist 
influences on culture. That some of this group’s most recent thinking focused on the Sony 
Walkman showcases how a single product is understood from a post-Marxist cultural 
perspective. If these authors’ approach has any sense of application or generalizability, then it 
isn't far-fetched to think about the ways in which literary products could be explored through 
such circuits of culture models.  
 Literary magazines are unique articulations of literary culture. By way of analogy, these 
little presses are reminiscent of independent music labels which emerged in the 1970s in 
response to the consolidation and power of album oriented record labels and promotion machines 
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that came to dominate rock, R&B, pop, and to some extent jazz and classical at this tale end of 
the mid-20th century. In a sense, these large music labels and their allies were dominant cultural 
actors in the American musical scene, promoting albums which could sell, shows that could sell 
out, and music you could, and sometimes had to, pay to be played on the radio. In contrast, 
independent music labels became home for punks, for rap/hip-hop, and for experimental jazz 
artists; those who made their careers, even if it was for an album or two and a few years of 
gigging and touring, operating at the margins of a genre or within a distinct subculture. Listeners, 
concert goers, and fans alike also operated in these subcultural circuits; some temporarily, others 
perpetually. The point here is that independent music labels borrowed from what worked in the 
dominant music culture, while simultaneously creating an emergent culture of musical 
production, regulation, and consumption which opened up new forms of musical representation 
and identity for artists and fans alike. 
 Literary magazines do much of the same thing. Yes, many writers dream of getting a 
story published in The New Yorker or The Paris Review, but most make successful careers 
writing and publishing in little presses. These big names likely represent the dominant culture —
if one could be said to exist —in literary magazine culture. Morris and Diaz suggest that little 
literary magazines, regardless of the size of their readership and production capabilities, have 
long operated as a, “front guard that anticipates the newer movements in literature, politics, and 
art” (xv). In this sense, little presses are the venues for the punks, the rappers, and the acid-jazz 
versions of writers and their reading audiences; Williams’ emergent culture. Smaller presses 
borrow from the dominant culture’s practices but create subcultures of production and reception 
while also pushing the dominant cultural actors to respond and innovate in light of the 
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subculture’s actions. For example, the number of small presses which operate exclusively online 
—first as blogs and in PDF issues, now also have a substantial presence social media produce 
podcasts and films, and publish interactive digital texts of their issues (Morris and Diaz, xvii). 
These productive innovations have then led to their adoption by larger presses. In short, writers 
and artists who publish in literary magazines, and the editorial staff who sustain and encourage 
their individual publication’s mission, create, articulate, and reproduce culture. I am skirting the 
relevant literature here, but a good place to start for thinking about synthesizing subcultures with 
circuits of subcultural production and representation could be found in the approaches outlined 
by Clarke et. al. (94) and Hebdidge (121) with those in du Gay et. al. and Hall et. al.  
 One could, in theory, adopt a Stuart Hall-inspired approach, that is both culturalst and 
post-Marxist, to analyzing and understanding circuits of popular literary culture through the 
study of literary magazines. How else could such a line of inquiry be developed? One way to 
consider keeping, or indeed expanding the inherently transdisciplinary approach which is part 
and parcel to cultural analysis would be to think about the ways in which new tools and 
epistemologies in the digital humanities can inform such research. From the quantitative and 
mixed method approach to analysis, emerging methods in culturomic analysis, examining large 
corpus of digitized text for concepts such as “whiteness” or “trauma” could identify trends of 
cultural representation in literary magazines over time.  Word pairings and deeper syntactical 21
and morphological analyses of these same corpus of text could be more analyzed more throughly 
through Kumu and Voyent Tools, demonstrating not only histograms and other visualization of 
data around cultural concepts by also identifying word and phrase pairings for more in-depth 
 See Aiden 2017, Letcher, 2011. 21
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linguistic analysis. Equally archival and qualitative analysis, arguably the more important 
approach, offers researchers ways of digitizing and annotation out-of-print magazines or back 
issues of current publications not offered on organizational websites or in libraries. Aside from 
contributing to the archival corpus of texts, in-depth qualitative analysis of out of print 
publications, along with historical literary inquiry, could open up avenues for understanding how 
conceptions of whiteness for the representation of other cultural concepts in the early and 
mid-20th century; well before the digital revolution in publishing. For example, libraries at the 
University of Wisconsin-Madison maintain a Little Magazine Collection; fertile ground for 
analyzing and possibly anticipating cultural trends which first emerged in these smaller 
publications. Indeed, Drouin adopts just this sort of “middle ground” approach (110) in his 
statistical and textual markup of The Little Review, a turn the 20th century literary magazine.  22
Consequently, several theoretical avenues of inquiry and methodological approaches exist for 
taking up the study of literary culture through literary magazines.  
 Yet one should not become distracted by all of the discussion of theory and methods, 
whatever their respective strengths and weaknesses. Cultural studies scholars should remain 
committed to their interest in fostering progressive social change, regardless of how how we go 
about doing it. Identifying and unpacking —naming —pernicious ideologies and materialist 
practices such as white privilege is not simply a subject that can be ignored. If progressive social 
change is to remain at the heart of cultural studies projects, then more is to be done towards 
marking, and then talking about race in and around lived cultural experiences.  
 Another example of this sort of work can also be seen in the Moderninst Journals Project, a collaboration between 22
Brown University and the University of Tulsa, http://www.modjourn.org 
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Appendix  
Table A: Social Network Analysis Dataset 
Label Tags
Roxanne Gay place|race|ethnicity|smaltowns|whiteness|supremacy
Christina Tang-Bernas childhood|dialogue|gender|sexuality|whiteness
Deesha Philyaw experimentalform|race|ethnicity|gender|sexuality|whiteness|privilege|supremacy
Danielle Geller identity|navajo|race|ethnicity|whiteness
Samuel Stokley crime|expermientalform|race|ethnicity|footnoted|whiteness
Katelyn Hemmeke experimentalform|race|ethnicity|identity|whiteness
Sarah A. Chavez race|ethnicity|identity|whiteness
Tyrese L. Coleman race|ethnicity|gender|sexuality|whiteness
Harrison Candelaria Fletcher mixedness|race|ethnicity
Sejal Shah marriage|race|ethnicity
Kendra Allen race|ethnicity|gender|sexuality|travel|whiteness
Lisa Romeo race|ethnicity|ruralife
Alice Rose Crow 99559|Alaska|race|ethnicity
Julie Hakim Azzam research|war|politics|experimentalform|race|ethnicity| privilege
Sasha Bonet experimentalform|race|ethnicity|gender|sexuality|whiteness
Jacob Hilton childhood|race|ethnicity|whiteness|supremacy
Bradley Donaldson race|ethnicity|whiteness
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Table B: Key Terms in Context 
Left Term Right
imposing black pickup truck with white  supremacist flags flying from the
was kind, young, earnest, and white . “Social anxiety,” she said, “comes
False: I am aware that white  women directly benefited from American
women were routinely raped by white  men, but that happened a
nannies made it possible for white  women to enter the workforce
False: I’m a beneficiary of white  supremacy, but I’m sick of
am one of millions of white  women saying ignorant, racist shit
may be one of several white  people who have worked a
to educate me and other white  women, tirelessly, for free, instead
learning posture in conversations about white  supremacy, because from the time
or False: When I cry white  woman tears because Black women
hearing the following words: intersectionality white  feminism misogynoir white fragility Becky
words: intersectionality white feminism misogynoir white  fragility Becky True or False
after the courts granted my white  grandmother legal custody of my
ring through my nose, my white  grandmother said, in disgust, “It
blue eyes, and paint their white  faces a brackish orange. I
Korean, but adopted, so basically white .” Things I learned in Korea
seaweed around a clump of white  rice without breaking it. How
narrow-minded, upper-class, racist white  women from Clovis,” she says
pants and looking up. “You’re white , just like me.” This is
about the ills of dating white  women: they were prissy, demanding
This meant being a like white  woman and acting “white” was
like white woman and acting “ white ” was one of the worst
could do. On being called white , I could see in the
of them. All Mexicans are white .” “Mexicans in this country don’t
country don’t get treated like white  people, and by that logic
something my dad says only white  people do. “Mestiza.” My mom
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radio. I sat beside a white  boy in a dead bar
on his skin. A typical white  boy. No match for me
him with what I knew white  boys liked: Metallica, tits, Seinfeld
fifth grade, I fought a white  boy beside a stack of
honey complexion drew their wrath. white  Girl. Think you cute. Headaches
want to touch it? A white  man used to visit my
In college, I let the white  boys I worked with see
The only one, surrounded by white  boys. The conversation: the color
Philly, their boy was black. white  boys who talked about the
about the Asian hostess’ sushi. white  boys who said they’d never
for one, or friends first. white  boys who wanted to party
I said no, they’re sleeping, white  boys who demanded I wake
wake their nigger-asses up. white  boys who refused to apologize
a different bar, a different white  boy extended a shaky hand
I do not want a white  girl to feel uncomfortable by
am being watched, again, by white  toddlers who look as if
get a pass, for being white , for having man-made authority
me for my thoughts about white  folks. The house is just
I had never dated a white  guy before. I had never
think I love my first white  boyfriend for this reason alone
a number. The number of white  guys I had dated that
Upper East Side the old white  couples glare, eyes consumed with
there is always the liberal white  couple downtown that says you
Black Whore Punished I Googled: white  porn Beautiful Blonde Amateurs When
he had never felt so white . “I’ve always associated black women
two dozen, all of them white  like us. They wave red
leader of the locally-based white  supremacist group—and saw his
anti-Jewish pamphlets (Save the white  race! they proclaimed). Or how
proclaimed). Or how the poor white  kids who played basketball, listened
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wiggers—different from the poor white  kids who wore oversized T
to be measured against Hale’s white  supremacist rhetoric. We want to
congratulations of trolling a radical white  supremacist, so that every time
a commotion outside. Two young white  boys tromp through our yard
complexion. Otherwise, you’d have a white  face and a black body
dabbled in online dating, several white  guys denied me at the
Not really into dark skin. white  guys only. I like light
from my husband, who is white . We had already spent years
know the historical origins of whiteness , but I am qualified to
Yoe, in central Pennsylvania, the whitest  place on earth. My mother
me that I have race privilege , this is just as bad
black pickup truck with white supremacist  flags flying from the rear
of the locally-based white supremacist  group—and saw his picture
be measured against Hale’s white supremacist  rhetoric. We want to know
of trolling a radical white supremacist , so that every time we
I’m a beneficiary of white supremacy , but I’m sick of Black
posture in conversations about white supremacy , because from the time I
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